
 
Table Top Rally edition 16: William Morris’ Test Drive 

 

 

Coloured Roads Only, except where noted. 

Starting from Nuffield Place (worth a visit!) at 677876 

 

Section 1:  To drive you dotty 

Using two sections of white, each approx. 300m long. Since it is early, no drinking! (So not passing 
any PH) 

 
To finish just before the church by the Maharajah’s Well at 677840½ (and therefore the green dot 
hiding under the church is NOT included in the 14 above.) 

 

Section 2:  ‘Erring on the side of caution 

Not all white roads (dashed lines) are shown, just those to define the route and a couple of others to 
help: 

 

 

To just after the Payables Farm Junction at 654824 

 

Section 3:  Roughly coloured tulips 

White roads are only indicated where they are used. 

Tulips are in order, but quite roughly drawn! 

For the other directions, Imagine you are standing in the middle of a junction. The first letter is the 
colour of the road you arrived on. Successive letters are the roads clockwise around the junction. 
Leave on the road that is highlighted! 

 
To end at junction WNW649784 

198 > 101 uff 

Then pass through exactly 14        and 1     

196 
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Section 4:  On the road again 

 

To: Bolts Cross junction 711½ 826 

 

Section 5:  No NEWS is good NEWS 

NOTE: All roads that touch an ‘A’ road are considered viable junctions, even if, from the map, they 
do not look like you could go that way in practice. 
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To finish at SH 191 684871. Make your way back to the start to explore the home of William Morris, 
Lord Nuffield 

 

Questions 

Section 1: 

1. What is the place named just north of the western most point?  
2. Whose comet do we almost see?  

Section 2: 

3. How many churches do we pass?  
4. How many green dots do we go through?  

Section 3: 

5. How many times is a B Road used or crossed?  
6. How many red diamonds do we go through?  

Section 4: 

7. What ancient monument does the route pass?  
8. Whose Ends do we visit?  

Section 5: 

9. How many red diamonds does the route go through?  
10. Since you are nearly finished, you can have a small drink. How many opportunities are 

there?  
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